The visualization of any graph plays important role in various aspects, such as graph drawing software. Complex systems (like large databases or networks) that have a graph structure should be properly visualized in order to avoid obfuscation. One way to provide an aesthetic improvement to a graph visualization is to apply a force-directed drawing algorithm to it. This method, that emerged in the 60's views graphs as spring systems that exert forces (repulsive or attractive) to the nodes. The first force-directed drawing algorithm of Tutte [1] was aiming at providing a barycentric representation of the graph and it is suitable for getting a straight-line drawing of 3-connected planar graphs without crossings. Each vertex is gradually placed at the berycenter of its neighbour vertices. This method used no spring systems, though it can be easily understood that springs can be applied to the system getting the same result as that of the barycentric method. Unfortunately, Tutte's method usually gives bad angular resolutions.
. The spring forces on the central vertex due to the connection with the 4 circular edges-springs, form a cumulative force equal to the sum of the spring forces of 4 straight spring-edges (dotted lines), each one having the same length as that of its respective circular arc. In the specific example, however, we can easily see that the cumulative force on the central vertex is not zero, something which means that our algorithm will move the central vertex to a position where
Lombardi Graphs
We will use the spring-force layout of a graph. A very important property of a single vertex which is connected to a number of d vertices by circular edges is that, if the edges are regarded as circular springs, the total spring force exterted on the central vertex will be equal to the one exerted on it if the circular springs are replaced by straight ones, each one having the same length as the respective circular arc and a direction onto the tangent of each respective circular edge (as in figure 1 ). The reason behind this, is that each force is exerted instantly on the direction of each tangent. In figure 1 there is an example of a node having degree equal to 4. Whether we take the 4 circular edges or the 4 straight ones (of equal corresponding length) under account, the instant result on the move of the central vertex will be the same.
We will use this relation extensively while forming the angular resolution around a vertex. Our procedure actually uses, initially, an already known force-directed method and, afterwards, starts fixing the angular resolution around each vertex of the current drawing. The target is to obtain a drawing with the least cumulative spring energy, which will, also, have perfect angular resolution.
The type of force-directed method initially applied, depends on the number of nodes of G. Let's assume that this is not great enough (at most 40 vertices), so we can apply the barycentric method of Tutte. However, there are methods, as predescribed, for much greater numbers of nodes. After applying the barycentric method, we order the nodes of the graph according to a descending order of degree. We start by picking the first vertex in the order and choosing its neighbour vertex that is farthest away in straight distance from it 2 (for example we pick vertex b in figure 2) . We erase the current edge (circular or straight) between them and connect them with a straight edge (so in a case of a previous straight edge connection, we do not change anything). We continue in a clockwise order to the next adjacent edge (that is c in the example), which we erase and connect the 2 corresponding vertices (the central and its neighbour vertex) with a circular edge which has angle 2π/d with the previously formed edge (in anticlockwise order and we obviously refer to angles between tangents in the position of the central vertex). This is totally valid since any two points in plane can be connected with one circular arc, if we specify a tangent passing through one of them. We continue doing this procedure, creating equal angles between tangents, until we reach the very first edge, where we stop.
It is obvious, now, that the Lombardi property has been applied on the central examined vertex. However, the zero cumulative spring force has been lost because the spring forces have changed, in both the direction and the length of the springs. So, we must fix that, by finding the expression of a spring force on a vertex when the spring is circular. Here is where the first observation is used. We must bring the central vertex to the position of zero cumulative spring force, leaving stable its neighbour vertices. So, our target is to minimize the energy of the spring system of this examined central vertex which is connected to d vertices under the invariance of the Lombardi property, which means that we are not allowed to alter the angles between the tangents of the edges and the x-axis, formed in the plane. In other words we seek to minimize the sum of the circular springs' lengths which equals d i=1 t i , where t i is the arc length of the i-th adjacent edge (starting from the one we beginned with in the previous step and continuing in clockwise order 3 ). When we accomplice that and move the position of the central vertex to a position of mimimum total spring energy, we continue with the rest of the vertices in the descending order and then we repeat the whole algorithm from the beginning several times to gain convergence. The number of times may vary for each drawing, so we can just calculate the difference in the co-ordinates of every vertex between each 2 repetitions of the algorithm and stop where we have reached the desired accuracy, for each one of the vertices. Figure 3 . For any given arc length t, the corresponding chord length obeys the relation x = t * sin(θ)/θ where θ > 0 is the angle between x and the tangent of the arc in the intersection point between the chord and the arc.
The Algorithm
A basic trigonometric relation is that the length of a chord x is equal to
where t is the length of the arc that is defined between the 2 points of the chord and π/2 ≥ θ > 0 is the angle between the chord x and the tangent at any of the 2 intersection points of the defined cycle and the chord, as we can see in Figure 3 . The Euclidean distance between any points (p 1 , p 2 ) in plane (where
Since we seek minimization of the sum of arc lengths, while keeping the Lombardi property, we want to minimize the quantity
where x i refers to the distance between the central vertex and the i-th neighbour vertex (assuming a clockwise enumeration as indicated before from i = 1 to d) and θ i is the angle between the tangent of a circular edge connecting the central vertex with the i-th vertex neighbour of it and the straight distance between the central vertex and the currently examined neighbour of it (0 < θ ≤ π/2). In order to avoid obfuscation with the co-ordinates we will refer to the distance x i as D from now on, associated with each specific central examined vertex.
From (2), (3) we get:
The Lombardi property of equally spaced tangents on arc edges must be preserved while moving the central vertex on plane. In other words, we move the central vertex trying to obtain . In order to avoid complicated equations we think of the tangent of the first formed edge as tantamount to the semiaxis Ox and since we preserve the Lombardi property while moving around the central vertex, all the tangents keep the same ordering in plane (e.g. each one moves in parallel to its previous arrangement). This fact helps us constructing the arrangement of the d tangents if we set the first one onto semiaxis Ox where we think of the new position of the central vertex on (0,0). Therefore, we obtain y = 0 for the first tangent{footnotewhich we call initial from now on, refering to each specific central examined vertex, y = tan(−(i−1) * 2π/d)x = tan(−2 * π/d)x for the second one (by setting i = 2) and so on, until we get to the d-th tangent.
The only thing remaining is to identify the distance between each tangent and the corresponding neighbour vertex. In general, the distance between a straight line (identified by 2 points) and a point in plane, is given by the following equation, where the co-ordinates refer to figure 5:
In our case and since we define each tangent on a semiaxis starting at point (0,0) we surely know point (x 0 , y 0 ). Point (x a , y a ) is the actual neighbour vertex i correlated with the specific tangent and point (x b , y b ) can be obtained by setting x b = 1 and using the tangent form (y b /x b ) = tan(−(i − 1) * 2π/d) for the specific i, to obtain y b . The overall distance between the central node's new position and the i-th neighbour node's (stable) position is, then:
Using (6), we get for the sin(θ i ):
Replacing (7) into (4), we take a relation solely depending on the central node's and i-th neighbour's coordinates. The sum of it, according to all neighbour vertices, can be minimized, moving the central vertex to a position of minimum total energy:
which is equal to
We note that D is defined in (6) and that there is no problem with the range of values of the arcsine function since 0 < θ ≤ π/2.
After altering the position of the central vertex and moving it to a balancing position, we apply the exact same procedure on the next vertex of the descending order and so on until we reach the |V |-th vertex in the order. There, we have to repeat the whole procedure from the beginning since the positions of the vertices should have changed, as many times as it needs for convergence under a desired accuracy.
Finally, we must note that each repetition of the algorithm on a different central vertex should be coming along a rotation of the Cartesian coordinates in order to place the straight distance between the old position of the central vertex and the farthest edge onto semiaxis 0x, as we have described before. So, each time we switch to another central vertex in the descending order we should place the first tangent onto the new 0x semiaxis by multiplying the coefficients of all tangents (the first point needed to describe them is always (0,0) regarding all of them which is not rotated obviously, so we only apply the transformation on each second point) by
which corresponds to the clockwise rotation matrix of the 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, where angle φ is the angle between the 2 semiaxes (intersected at (0,0) of the two initial tangents of any 2 consecutive examined central vertices).
The pseudocode follows: 
Conclusions
We have sketched an algorithm for creating a Lombardi drawing of a graph, given a random drawing of the graph. However, the algorithm's convergence remains to be tested for various numbers of graph nodes, since force-directed methods, in general, experience different convergence attitudes, which are highly correlated with the number of nodes of the graphs they are applied on. Especially in our case, graphs with very high degrees on vertices should be checked for appropriate convergence.
